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THE PECULIARITIES OF ESTABLISHING THE CHARTER AIR TRANSPORTATION: EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE IN UKRAINE

Abstract

This paper highlights the problems associated with the poor quality of services and the lack of effective marketing interaction between all the participants of the charter air transportation in the tourist summer season of 2018 in Ukraine. The paper aims to develop an algorithm for the actions of all participants of tourist services market in order to establish effective marketing interaction based on the analysis of the reasons influencing the destabilization of the tourist services market in the field of charter air transportation. Flight delay statistics were selected for June-July 2018 due to the fact that it was during this period that the problem manifested itself especially sharply. So, not time-series data, but cross-sectional data were selected for the analysis of the problem cause. At the same time, for confident conclusions about the increase in passenger traffic, 5-year periods were chosen, namely, the period 2014–2018 was compared with the period 2009–2013. During the research, statistical methods of one-factor linear correlation-regression analysis were used, as well as a comparative analysis of the indicators of the charter air transportation participants' performance in Ukraine. The analysis of charter air transportation market showed that increasing the age of the aircraft in a year leads to a decrease in the proportion of timely flights by 2.5%. The marketing analysis proves that the rapid increase in the number of passengers was caused by the explosive increase in irregular flights. The results of the study also indicate that the well-organized interaction between the tour operator and the airlines significantly affects the timeliness of the flights. Based on defined problems of the charter air transportation market, a set of recommendations has been proposed for improving the marketing interaction of all market participants: tourists, tour operators, airlines and government agencies.
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INTRODUCTION

Air transportation in the world and in Ukraine in particular has shown a steady growth trend over recent years. Further maintaining this trend is expected for a number of reasons, the main of which are lowering the cost of tariffs, which makes air transportation more affordable, developing the famous ones and opening new tourist destinations, respectively. The popularity of this type of transport is explained by the increase in the number of tourist destinations and the possibility of quick access to them since each year airlines try to reduce the time spent in the air. Along with this, the number of short-stay tours over long distances increases, so the determining factor is speed. The increase in the number of passengers will be mainly due to emerging markets. In this sense, Ukraine is one of the most promising countries in Europe. Charter flights, along with regular flights and low-cost airlines, occupy their niche in the air transportation market.
Ukraine, which in recent years has also experienced a boom in irregular flights, which in 2017 increased by 48% compared to 2016, was not an exception. This is explained primarily by the fact that the tourist services market in Ukraine is one of the most dynamic in recent years, where the number of people wishing to rest is increasing each year, but the unevenness in demand and supply leads to an imbalance in the tourist services market. An indication of this was the situation in the summer of 2018, when airlines and tour operators failed to fulfill their obligations to tourists.

The situation with the legal regulation of charter flights and the provision of appropriate services to passengers when tourists are blocked at airports without normal conditions of stay has exacerbated the key issues in the work of both tour operators and airlines. As quality of tourist services are the result of the interaction of many partners it is necessary to identify the causes of the situation and to suggest ways of fruitful marketing interaction of the tourist services market participants.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

The quality of tourist services depends significantly on the quality of each of the components of the tourism product, as well as on the level of marketing interaction (Boiko, Bosovska, Vedmid, Melnychenko, & Okhrimenko, 2017, p. 134; Mazaraki, Boiko, Okhrimenko, Melnychenko, & Zubko, 2019, p. 94; Okhrimenko, Boiko, Bosovska, Melnychenko, & Poltavska, 2019, p. 170) of the tourist services market. Especially critical from this point of view is that aviation is seen as the first, initial stage, which can become a significant barrier to receiving the tourist services, and eventually will even spoil the impression of the rest of the services. Therefore, the issue of marketing interaction between airlines and tour operators is very relevant.

Several scientific papers are devoted to studying the peculiarities of airlines' operations, their legal regulation, and of charter flights (Nesimko, 2015, pp. 181-183; Popov, 2016, pp. 151-152; Oleshko, Heyets, & Pavlyuk, 2017; Oleshko & Heiets, 2018, p. 1), whose research is aimed at not only defining the legislative framework for the functioning of the aviation industry but also analyzing the main problems and ways to overcome them. Significant attention is paid to the operator of Ukrainian airlines and the work of airports in Ukraine.


Charter flights are a kind of air transportation that allows minimizing the expenses of tour operators for transportation of passengers by means of contractual relationship between tour operator and airlines.

Based on the analysis of scientific works and definite approaches, charter flights can be defined as irregular flights, which airlines make on request, in the vast majority of tour operators, according to predefined directions and frequencies.

Consequently, charter air transportation covers both representatives of the air and tourism business; therefore, it is important to have effective legal regulation of their activities, to determine the peculiarities of each of them and to establish liability to each participant.

The specifics of the tourism business lies in combining the various types of service – transport, food, accommodation, consular services, etc., which are regulated by the state authorities. Each of these bodies affects the individual segments of the tourism industry through a large number of regulatory acts, which are often incoherent and contradictory.

The main body regulating tourism in Ukraine is the Department of Tourism and Resorts of the Ministry for Development of Economy, Trade and
Agriculture of Ukraine. The general principles of the implementation of state policy in tourism activities are defined by the Law of Ukraine “On Tourism” (Legislation of Ukraine, 1995). State regulation of activity in the field of aviation and use of airspace of Ukraine is carried out by the State Aviation Administration of Ukraine of the Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine (SAAU, 2018). The main regulatory act regulating the general principles of airlines’ activity is the Air Code of Ukraine (Legislation of Ukraine, 2011). The legal basis for the joint operation of the airlines and tour operator is the standard bilateral agreement developed by the International Air Transport Association IATA (IATA, 2004), which contains the basic principles of commercial cooperation. The basis for such agreements is the Convention on the Unification of Certain Rules for International Air Transportation (Legislation of Ukraine, 1998), which defines the responsibilities of the airlines to the passenger for any flights, including the irregular ones.

In organizing charter flights, the tour operator, together with the airlines, determines the route, stipulates the obligations of the parties, checks the conformity of the lease agreement with international rules, calculates the cost of the flight. Furthermore, there comes a special charter agreement, according to which the airlines almost always put the tour operator in tough conditions. The cost of charter air transportation (Duncan, 2005; Sarsfield, 2018) is determined by many factors under this agreement between the airlines and the tour operator who is the consumer of air transportation services, the so-called consolidator of charter air transportation, which, in turn, can resell seats on the flight to other tour operators. This tariff is significantly lower than regular service tariffs; however, this value is guaranteed to the airlines by the consolidator who should fill the flight on its own.

2. RESEARCH PURPOSE

The article aims to develop an algorithm for the actions of all participants of air transportation market in order to establish effective marketing interaction based on the analysis of the reasons influencing the destabilization of the tourist services market in the field of charter air transportation.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

The study used statistical methods of one-way linear correlation and regression analysis, as well as a comparative analysis of the performance indicators of air transportation market participants in Ukraine.

The simplest version of the linear model, which is often used in the analysis of the time series, can be represented as follows:

\[ y_i = a_0 + a_1 x_i + \varepsilon_i, \]

where \( a_0 \) is a mathematical expectation of a dependent variable \( y_i \) when the variable \( x_i = 0 \), \( a_1 \) is an angular coefficient, the value of which shows the average change in the dependent variable \( y_i \) when the variable \( x_i \) changes by one, \( \varepsilon_i \) is a random error.

In the process of construction of linear regression models, they were not supposed to be used for forecasting; therefore, the adequacy of the models was assessed by the coefficient of determination without statistical criteria, for example, the Fisher criterion. The admissibility of an unambiguous interpretation of the obtained results, depending on the degree of correlation, is discussed during the presentation of the main results of the work.

The methods of comparison and analysis are based on statistical information of the aviation market in the world and Ukraine. They serve as the basis for the extension of this approach to the activities of a particular air carrier. In this article, the authors have collected secondary data (statistical and analytical reports) from many different sources, such as the Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine, the State Aviation Administration of Ukraine, and EUROCONTROL. The methods of scientific abstraction and synthesis of scientific ideas are used in this work as well.

4. RESULTS

The charter flight is a lot different from the regular flight (see Table 1), in particular, the lack of direct relationship between the airlines and the passenger until the registration in the airport since
all the connections the tourist has with the tour operator. Therefore, in cases of delayed flights or their transfer, the tourist uses an agent who sold the service.

**Table 1.** The main differences between charter flights and regular flights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Charter</th>
<th>Regular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time of departure</td>
<td>Based on the previous agreement with the tour company</td>
<td>On schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent in the air</td>
<td>2-4 hrs</td>
<td>1 hr and more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Available, depends on the destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booking the ticket</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buying the ticket</td>
<td>As a part of a tour</td>
<td>Self-bought from the tour operator or from an agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refunding the ticket</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>As discussed in the rate rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticket price</td>
<td>Lower than usual, the same for all passengers</td>
<td>Higher, depends on the service quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place on the plane</td>
<td>Similar for all passengers</td>
<td>Depends on the class of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus miles</td>
<td>Are not accrued</td>
<td>Are accrued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaints</td>
<td>To the airlines or the agent who sold the service</td>
<td>Immediately to the airlines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consequently, the choice of a charter flight has its advantages for a tourist, in particular: tickets for this flight are much cheaper, compared with regular; lack of transfers, since the specifics of this type of transportation is direct communication; mobility of access to the necessary destination because for mass tourism only charter flights can get tourists to the destination quickly (on an hourly basis) and without connections.

At the same time, while certain qualities only seem like advantages at first glance, there may also be disadvantages under certain conditions: since the main criterion is the cheapness of the flight, the tourist chooses unreliable airlines, resulting in a delayed flight, its changes, or in general, refusal to perform the flight; inability to refund tickets; permanent delays, due to the priority of regular aircraft service in the airports.

Comparing regular charter flights, it can be noted that the passenger of this type of transportation is limited both in the choice of airlines and in the unsecured financial guarantee plan. Besides, delays in sending a “package tour” cause a chain of delays in the future use of such a services tour operator’s, in particular, which is much more expensive (often) than possible compensation for flight delays.

The dynamics of the development of the charter air transportation market in Europe shows a decline in the charter flights share over the last decade from 6% to 3%, with waves of drops that repeat the main political and economic problems – the global economic crisis of 2008, the Arab Spring of 2010, military actions in Ukraine since 2014 and terrorist attacks in many countries and political conflicts between governments (for example, between Russia and Turkey), which had a significant impact on the development of tourism and, of course, strongly affected the charter air transportation.

2017 has shown a weak (3%, against a fall of 15% in 2016) restoration of the market, primarily due to the renewal of charter flights from Russia to Turkey, but the general trend is evident – just as the proportion of individual tours is increasing compared to bundled offers, the low-cost segment is growing, compared to charter flights, especially in developed countries.

At the same time, in 2017, the flow of transported passengers in Poland (almost 40 million) exceeded the population of the country itself. Polish overseas tourist flow mainly is served by charter flights. The number of main registered airlines with which Polish tour operators co-operate is 126. Among Polish airlines, only LOT Polish Airlines organizes charter flights. In this case, about 97% of the charter air transportation market belongs to 25 airlines (Taylor, 2016, pp. 15-23). Interestingly, the largest airlines, a private Polish company, Enter Air, with 12 planes in its arsenal, provides more than 30% of flights and cooperates with 16 tour operators. The fleet of other, quite viable companies, which are not part of the major tour operators, is limited to 5 planes.

Foreign companies make up a large share of international charter flights in Poland, the largest of which are Czech Travel Service (18.3%), Lithuanian Small Planet Airlines (7.5%). There are
also smaller airlines mainly from receiving countries: Egypt, Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria, Israel, and the United Arab Emirates. The co-existence of various airlines in the market is ensured by the established partnership with various tour operators.

Ukraine is not among the five leaders in terms of charter flights arrivals/departures per day (Turkey – 119, Spain – 102, Germany – 101, Greece – 95, Great Britain – 86); however, it ranks second in Europe by the share of charter flights among all flights (12%), second only to Bulgaria (20%). On average, over the past ten years, the growth in the number of passengers in the world was 6.5%, and in Ukraine, it was 9.0%, but in the world, this growth was significantly more stable, gradual, less dependent on negative economic and political factors (see Figure 1).

Regular international flights from/to Ukraine in 2017 were carried out by 10 domestic airlines to 43 countries and 29 foreign airlines to 27 countries of the world. Ukrainian airlines transported 5837,5 thousand passengers on international regular flights, 4975,8 thousand passengers were served by foreign airlines (an increase of 18.1% and 29.3%, respectively).

Consequently, in recent years, there has been an increase in the volume of air transportation, where in the segment of regular flights, European countries occupy the leading places, while in Ukraine, there is an increase in flights in the charter air transportation segment. In contrast to the European trend of decrease in the share of the charter air transportation, Ukraine witnessed growth in the charter flights and regular flights. In particular, according to the State Aviation Administration of Ukraine (SAAU, 2018), in recent years, there has been a rapid increase in the share of irregular flights (see Figure 2).
A simple regression analysis of flights in Ukraine allows us to quantify the average growth rate of the indicator over the last five years (2014–2018) and compare it with the average growth rate for the previous period of 2009–2013. (see Figure 3).

According to estimates of linear regression analysis during 2014–2018, the average increase in the total number of passengers was about 1636 thousand passengers, and the corresponding data for international air transportation – this is an increase of more than 1517 thousand passengers every year. Comparison with similar estimates for the period of 2009–2013 (average increase in the total number of passengers – 796 thousand passengers, and for international flights – 720 thousand passengers) showed a significant (more than twice) increase in the growth rates of flights in Ukraine.

It is obvious that the rapid increase in the number of passengers during the last three years was ensured, first of all, by an explosive, more than 40% per year, increase in irregular flights, and in general during 2015–2017, the number of passengers of irregular flights has more than doubled, rising from 1672,9 thousand to 3788,1 thousand.

This dynamic is maintained in 2018, as statistics for this period show. In total, during this period, the growth was 18.7% (from 10556,3 to 12529,0 thousand passengers), while the growth of regular flights was 16.2%, and irregular flights continued to grow at a faster pace from 3788,1 to 4661,4, or 23.1%.

During 2018, the activation of regular flights within the borders of Ukraine continued. Regular domestic flights between 9 Ukrainian cities was performed by five domestic airlines: 1082,9 thousand passengers were transported, which is 15.1% more than in 2017.

Thus, in spite of the difficult economic and political situation in Ukraine, the growth of both flights and the number of airlines operating in tourism continues.

Ukraine has seen a marked increase in charter flights when tour operators form and operate their charter flights mainly to provide theirs services to their tourists. The destinations of charter flights correspond to the most popular tourist destinations (Turkey, Egypt, Bulgaria, Spain, Tunisia, Croatia, Cyprus, Greece); however, the dates and timetables are not clearly established, but are determined by the demand for package tours.

It should be noted that Ukrainian tour operators use the services of domestic airlines, which allows significantly reducing the costs and attracting more tourists. Therefore, it is worth analyzing the activity of Ukraine’s top 5 charter airlines to determine what caused the catastrophic charter flights delays in the summer of 2018.
The largest increase in the number of passengers transported by domestic airlines was observed in this segment of the air transportation market, as international irregular flights (49.2%): for the reporting year, Ukrainian airlines transported 3777 thousand passengers. At the same time, six airlines carried out 95% such flights (see Table 2).

**Table 2. Growth of passenger flow of top 5 charter airlines of Ukraine during 2016–2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airways name</th>
<th>Passenger flow growth 2016/2015, %</th>
<th>Top airlines in 2017</th>
<th>Passenger flow growth 2017/2016, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine International Airlines</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>International Airlines</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windrose</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Windrose</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azur Air Ukraine</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Azur Air</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Jet Ukraine</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>Atlas Jet</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YanAIR</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>Bravo</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to statistics, in 2016, the International Ukraine Airlines increased the passenger flow, compared with the previous year, by 24.9%, Azure Air Ukraine – by 17%, Windrose – by 75.8%, YanAIR – by 6.8% times, and Atlas Jet Ukraine – by 10.5% times.

As can be seen in 2017, the growth continued, albeit not at such explosive pace, except for the Windrose, which demonstrated a 2.5 times increase. The positive trend that has emerged in the last two years is primarily due to the successful development of the international air transportation market.

According to expert estimates (YouControl, 2017), only three airlines from this ranking, namely UIA, Windsrose, and Azur Air Ukraine, can be considered as stable, while the other three – Atlas Jet Ukraine, YanAIR, and Bravo are in zone of bankruptcy risk since they have a fairly low level of financial stability.

Another phenomenon in the summer of 2018 is an unlucky entry of Sky Up into the market, affiliated with the tour operator Join Up. The attempt to re-create the business model that Anex Tour Ukraine operates, together with the affiliated airlines Azur Air, has become almost fatal to the powerful tour operator Join Up, seriously undermining its market position.

The particular complexity of the problems of the charter air transportation market in Ukraine is reflected by an indicator of delays in charter flights. Starting from June 2018, the Ukrainian Ministry of Infrastructure began to monitor the punctuality ratings, but steady statistics on the causes of delays so far, unfortunately, does not exist. In particular, according to the Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine (MIU, 2018), the ranking of airlines punctuality was formed (see Table 3).

**Table 3. Indicators of the punctuality of flights by Ukrainian airlines in June-July 2018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airlines name</th>
<th>Number of flights</th>
<th>Share of timely flights, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June 2018</td>
<td>July 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor-Sich</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine International Airlines</td>
<td>3,130</td>
<td>3,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windrose</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky Up</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YanAIR</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azur Air Ukraine</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-Allana</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNAir</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bravo</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDA AIR</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Jet Ukraine</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the situation with the punctuality of Ukrainian airlines in June 2018 was not bad, since the average level of timely flights was 93%, while in July, there was a significant deterioration in this indicator with an average of 70%. It should be noted that July was characterized by a peak of a crisis situation with a delay of flights and the smallest percentage of timely charter flights being. Analysis of flights by some companies showed a very low level (28-38%), with most of the delays was typical for charter air transportation.

At the same time, EUROCONTROL (2018) calculates the flights delay indicator, which is calculated in minutes of delay for one flight, and shows that for most popular and those that greatly contribute to the average delay time, there are two reasons...
reactionary, connected with preliminary delays and non-arrival of the plane from previous flights on time, and delayed by the fault of the airline (see Figure 4).

The reaction to delay, although constituting 44% of all delays in Europe, is secondary as it occurs as a chain reaction to the initial delay of the flight due to other reasons earlier in time, so the focus should be on the problems of airlines delinquency since they account for 27% of all the reasons for the delay and are predominant for the initial delays.

ATFM (Air Traffic Flow Management) – flights delays that may occur on the initiative of the air traffic control service. There are many reasons for this kind of delays: weather conditions, airport capacity limitations during peak hours or days, technical problems, strikes, major sport or cultural events, etc.

Delays in the “Airport” category may be related to the readiness of the airport, the lack of timely maintenance of aviation equipment, unfavorable weather conditions at the airport, emergency situations. Delays in the category “Other” may be caused by security service, customs, or passport control.

The reasons for delays caused by the airlines, as the most significant ones, will be considered in more detail since the elimination of those significantly reduces both primary and secondary delays in servicing the passengers. The components of delays caused by the fault of the airlines may be one of the following particular factors or their combination: delay in landing; handling of baggage (including unloading of baggage of passengers who are late at the gate); cleaning, gasoline refueling, delivery of the food to the board; technical defects; problems with documents; later boarding of the crew or lack of or sickness of the crew. It is clear that besides static parameters of work, such as the technical parameters of the plane, most of these reasons can be attributed to the problems of organizing the work of the carriers themselves, which are subject to managerial control and can be significantly reduced.

It is suggested to analyze the technical condition of planes through a fleet of charter airlines (see Table 4).

Table 4. Technical characteristics of the fleet of top 5 charter airlines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airlines name</th>
<th>Number of planes</th>
<th>Average age of planes in years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine International Airlines</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windrose</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azur Air</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Jet Ukraine</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YanAIR</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bravo</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the dynamics of the increase in the number of planes, great attention should be paid to their age, as the increase in the age of planes significantly increases both the time and complexity of its maintenance, as well as the probability of malfunctions and failure in the peak moments of the tourist season.

According to the data in the table, most airlines have an insignificant, rather small, fleet of planes,
and with a long service life. Ukraine International Airlines not only owns a large number of planes but also increased their number by three units.

Several Ukrainian airlines operating on the most popular destinations such as Dniproavia, UM Air, Anda Air have only 3 planes. Moreover, their age exceeds 17, 27 and 28 years, respectively. It is clear that with such a fleet of planes, any malfunction, delay, difficult weather conditions lead to significant consequences in the form of delays, and even the cancellation of flights. Thus, the State Aviation Service threatened to cancel the Anda Air license, when one of its planes produced in 1987 was out of order, causing a tourist collapse for the clients of the tour operator Join Up, which did not have time to put into operation the charter flights of its affiliated airlines Sky Up.

What factors affect the timeliness of flights by Ukrainian companies? According to Table 3, in July 2018, it was characterized as a boom of delays in charter flights, where the percentage of timely flights crossed a record line in the history of Ukrainian air transportation and reached its minimum (28%). A simple regression analysis (see Figure 5), despite the rather low correlation ($R^2 = 0.37$) between the indicator of timely flights and the average age of planes, enabled to draw interesting conclusions.

First, as expected, an increase in the age of the planes leads to a decrease in the proportion of timely flights. According to the regression analysis, an increase in the age of the planes per year reduces this figure by an average of 2.5%.

Secondly, as can be seen from the figure, a significant decrease in the level of correlation between indicators caused a point (16.5; 27.8), marked in Figure 6. According to the data of Table 3, Azur Air Ukraine and Atlas Jet Ukraine show significant differences in the rate of timely flights (67.5% and 27.8%), with planes of the same age (16.5 years). An adequate explanation for the reasons for such differences seems to be that Azur Air Ukraine is the only company owned by tour operator ANEX Tour. The result shows that the well-organized interaction between the tour operator and the airlines significantly affects the timeliness of the flights.

As one can see, in recent years, the increase in fleet has occurred only in two airlines, which, in fact, show the slightest delay and problems for tourists. The same companies, which made a significant increase in the number of passengers, showed, at the same time, the zero dynamics of the fleet, which, moreover, is old enough. The number of planes, of course, also affects the percentage of delayed flights. According to estimates of the correlation analysis for Ukrainian companies, an increase in the fleet of the company on one plane causes an increase in the share of timely flights by an average of 0.7%. But because of the heterogeneity of statistical information, these estimates cannot be considered quite reliable.

The existence of contradictions in the laws and regulations issued by various ministries and departments involved in the formation of a tourist

![Figure 5. Linear trend for the proportion of timely flights by Ukrainian airlines depending on the average age of the planes](http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/im.16(1).2020.05)
product was already discussed earlier. The most influential part in providing the air transportation services to tourists is the contradictions contained in the orders of the Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine “On Approval of Rules for the Performance of Charter Flights” (Legislation of Ukraine, 2001) and “On Approval of Air Transport Rules for Passengers and Baggage” (Legislation of Ukraine, 2012). Under to the 2001 order, the airlines are obliged to “ensure the transportation of passengers in the opposite direction within the time limits specified in passenger tickets.” At the same time, under 2012 order, the following wording is found: “Tickets for charter flights are not valid until the time when the cost of performing the charter flight is paid to airlines.” Thus, the air carrier, under 2001 order, is obliged to perform a charter flight in all circumstances, and, on the other hand, has the right to refuse to perform it in the absence of payment.

Problems in the relationship are added by the regulations adopted by various government organizations, which regulate only part of the activities of the companies that are subordinated to them. This, in turn, leads to inconsistencies in the interests of the market participants, and, accordingly, creation of gaps in legislative regulation (for example, as in summer of 2018, on the liability of the parties to tourists).

It is also clear that one of the reasons for significant delays in charter flights in the summer of 2018 is a small and obsolete fleet of some Ukrainian charter airlines, which, in addition, significantly increases the volume of charter air transportation services, but does not make a corresponding increase in the technical base. Of course, the reason is, first of all, the lack of access to cheap financing for Ukrainian airlines. One of the main constraints is the fact that Ukrainian airlines do not receive long-term loans at low rates, such as in Europe. Besides, the cost-effective operation of such obsolete plane, which is already too actively used, actually almost always being in the air, requires more costs than for new plane. But the fleet renewal requires large amounts of money, and access to low-cost lending is almost impossible for Ukrainian airlines in the current economic climate.

Air business is a risky (Pyrkova, Kaigorodova, Mustafina, & Alyakina, 2018, p. 126) and unprofitable business that requires large amounts of money, and the lack of a sustainable investment mechanism hinders the development of airlines (Merlo, Dankiewicz, & Ostrowska-Dankiewicz, 2013; Boiko, Bosovska, Vedmid, Bovsh, & Okhrimenko, 2018, p. 207). Therefore, to prevent such situations, it is necessary to develop on a legislative level the mechanism of the relationship between the tour operator and the airlines, which would provide the mandatory guarantee of financial security of flights, high requirements to the material and technical base of the fleet, the number of planes, which should be owned by the airlines, clear requirements for the work of tour operators, the responsibility of each party for the provision of services.

5. DISCUSSION

The main conclusions and recommendations that follow from the study are based on Figure 6, where all the air transportation market participants maintain the tourist flows are presented. Consequently, all participants interact closely and depend on each other, with the key person of this process is a tourist. But quite often the mechanism of feedback of the tourists with the airlines does not work (sign “?” in the scheme) because when buying a package tour, the consumer often does not pay attention to the choice of airlines. In this regard, the end user of a tourist product – a tourist – may remain without adequate protection in case of violation of his rights as a consumer of charter air transportation services.

The close interconnection requires the formulation of recommendations for each of the air transportation market participants in the process of maintaining the tourist flows.

For tourists:

1. At the stage of choosing a travel agency and a tour operator, it is advisable to check the quality of their services through websites with reviews of tour operators (for example, www.otpusk.com, www.turpravda.ua, http://www.turpoisk.com.ua), where there are real reviews about the work of the tour operators. It is important to pay attention to their
The use of the option of selecting an airlines, presented on the websites of tour operators, even for package tours, is not obvious for most tourists. However, the choice of the airlines can protect the consumer from the delay or cancellation of the flight. It is advisable to check the charter airlines both through websites with real reviews and through websites that display flights delays information (flightstats.com and the like).

A possible way to obtain the compensation in case of delay or cancellation of a flight (Arkhipov, Bazanov, Belozerov et al., 2017; Mustafina, Kaigorodova, Alyakina, Velichko, & Zainullina, 2020) in other cases, is insurance (Kaigorodova & Mustafina, 2014). Most Ukrainian insurance companies offer tourists not only a standard package of insurance services (O. Kozmenko, S. Kozmenko, & Vasylieva, 2012, pp. 210-215; Sulkowska, 2013, pp. 379-389) but also those that include insurance against non-departure or delayed flight for some time (Achkasova, 2019). In this case, the increase in the standard insurance policy will be no more than 20%. Given the rather low cost of travel insurance in Ukraine (Okhrimenko, 2008), such an increase in total travel costs is not tangible.

1. In order to increase the trust of customers and, accordingly, the reputation of tour operators, it would be a good idea to include a clause on compensation for a flight delay in the model agreement on the provision of tourist services, in accordance with the Convention (the Unification of Certain Rules for International Carriage by Air) on the liability of airlines in relation to transportation of passengers, baggage and cargo, including the difference and delay of flights. Ukraine is among 133 members of this convention since 2009.

2. In the case of problems with the charter flights a tourist must act clearly according to the scheme: apply to the reception desk at the airport and write a complaint; receive a flight delay statement; formulate a collective appeal with the requirements to the airlines, which must perform this charter flight (it is advisable to give the copies of such appeal to the tour operator and the Office of Consumer Protection).

3. Post reviews of both positive and negative experience of interaction with the airlines on the relevant websites, websites of tour operators and airlines, as well as on social networks.

For the tour operator:

1. In order to increase the trust of customers and, accordingly, the reputation of tour operators, it would be a good idea to include a clause on compensation for a flight delay in the model agreement on the provision of tourist services, in accordance with the Convention (the Unification of Certain Rules for International Carriage by Air) on the liability of airlines in relation to transportation of passengers, baggage and cargo, including the difference and delay of flights. Ukraine is among 133 members of this convention since 2009.
2. In order to provide round-the-clock assistance, customer support service 24/7 should be organized.

3. Use the experience of European tour operators to create their aviation fleet, as exemplified by TUI’s largest tour operators in Europe (TUI Fly and five more charter airlines) and Thomas Cook (Thomas Cook Airlines).

For airlines:

1. Form a contractual relationship with tour operators in terms of volumes and directions of transportation in accordance with the actual technical condition of its own aviation fleet.

2. Formulate clear instructions for personnel aimed at solving conflict situations. The direct relationship between the airlines and the consumer of air transportation services is determined by the availability of an electronic ticket, which stipulates the airline’s liability to the passenger for providing the relevant tourist services.

For State Aviation Administration of Ukraine:

In considering the appeals of the airlines for obtaining the right for regular and international charter air transportation from/to Ukraine, State Aviation Administration of Ukraine takes into account the results of the previous operation of the airlines, namely, the ability of the airlines to provide timely and quality services under the agreements with tour operators, in particular, to take into account flights delay statistics.

For Department of Tourism and Resorts:

Strengthen the licensing conditions for the tour operator’s activity regarding the size and liquidity of the financial guarantee of the tour operator in view of the actual results of the activity in the previous period.

CONCLUSION

Consequently, the analysis showed that the charter air transportation market in Ukraine is not stable and regulated, and the relations of this market participants are only being formed. This leads to problems both in servicing the tourists and reduces the quality of tourist services for tourists.

The process of establishing a charter air transportation market in Ukraine does not keep up with the annual increase in the flow of passengers. The discrepancy between the number and quality of the fleet of leading charter airlines in Ukraine leads to the fact that a proportion the delayed flights increases up to 30%.

An analysis of the activity of Ukrainian charter airlines confirms the expediency of as much as possible cooperation of the airlines with the tour operator. This conclusion does not contradict the positive experience of European tour operators with affiliated airlines and well-established schemes of interaction between all market participants.

The price remains the main criterion for choosing a tourist product for an average Ukrainian which is caused by both the state of the country’s economy and the financial incomes of the consumer. Of course, this characteristic is typical of the unformed tourist services market, where the prevailing factor is not the criterion of quality but the competitive price.

The study allowed highlighting the issues and features of the charter air transportation market in Ukraine, formulating effective mechanisms for overcoming them and giving some practical recommendations to all participants when providing this service.
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